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The best 5 months ever! 

My name is Ana Lucrecia Medina Arostegui, I arrived 

on 5th February in this calm and beautiful city of Czech 

Republic, the beginning was a little difficult because my friends 

and I have the experience to get lost knowing the city but this 

difficult was really funny and unique because almost in my 

case I feel like a new person who developed a new ability. 

The first month was the most difficult here, at the 

beginning, I was in a completely strange place with people that 

just speak Czech and where I did not know how to move in, 

fortunately in the first week a boy explain us how use the 

transport system and a student from the international office 

show us the main places we must know, so after this the rest 

of the stay here was awesome! The principal objective to be 

here, the classes, weren’t a preoccupation because  the 

teachers here were so nice and the component of all this subject, a thing we enjoy to receive, the 

teaching program included travels, materials and dynamic all times due of that is easy to imagine 

we can easily learn and know about new things.  

Apart of the studies here, the 

university give us enough time to learn and 

know this beauty and new culture, the 

European culture, and this is one of my 

favorite things about this exchange. Due the 

class are so easy and the system of learning 

so nice you can have time to know new 

places, traditions and why not? New 

countries in this continent; when we arrived 

here the university give us facilities to 

obtain the Czech visa to be here so that fact 

you can use to know all this beauty country 

has and don’t worry about all the steps to 

get all documents, fortunately almost in my 

case I have a really nice coordinator, Věra, 

who was a great helpful person in this 

mobility for me, she always was patient to 
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explain us all steps we have to follow to make 

all the things, I know I just mentioned little 

aspect about my Erasmus life here but I think all 

of this was the most important. 

Thanks to Erasmus to give me this 

opportunity to improve my knowledge and in 

all aspects in this 5 months! 

 


